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News from the busy world of Cape Wine Masters
The ICWM wishes a Happy New Year to all!
In this edition we ‘Get to Know’ CWM Sarah Newton, enter the world of Varsity wine
tasting with Andras Salamon, and Debi van Flymen reports on SA’s only Champagne
festival. Francois Bezuidenhout shows SA wines are a big attraction in Virginia, USA
and Marius Malan tells us how close the worlds of wine and beer are becoming – at
least for winemakers. Derek Ramsden reflects on special wines and a special trip in
2015.

It’s been an exhausting season for Cape Wine Masters. Some were making award
winning wines for the Cape Winemaker’s Guild, like Jeff Grier and Carel Nel, or for
the Nederburg Auction (Carel and Boets Nel) or the Veritas Awards (Francois
Bezuidenhout and Boets Nel). Jeff and Carel both picked up 12 medals at Veritas 
Carel received two double golds amongst his. Jeff also collected four medals at the
IWSC, as did Danielle Le Roux. Other CWM’s were selecting them, such as Ginette
de Fleuriot for the Nederburg Auction, while some were hosting awards
celebrations, like Bennie Howard. Dozens of Cape Wine Masters were involved in
judging too. Many more were busy at Cape Wine or enjoying the Pinotage
Association events, like Duimpie Bayly.

Carel and Jeanne Nel

Another busy year for Bennie Howard as ViceChairperson of the Veritas Awards

ICWM Chair Dr Winnie Bowman and Bennie Howard amongst the winners at
Veritas

CWM's who judged at Vertias 2015

Breedekloof & Worcester Winemaker of the year CWM judges: Sandy Harper,
Raymond Noppé, Winnie Bowman and Duimpie Bayly

Meet Cape Wine Master Sarah Newton

I work for a company that does environmental testing. I work mainly with
documentation, anything from reports for clients to quality system documents and
basic training materials. This takes up most of my time and energy. The rest of it I
like to spend having relaxed dinners/lunches with friends, going to the theatre and
reading, all preferably with a glass of wine in hand.
The first glass of wine I ever had was on my first trip to the Cape, just after Matric
exams, with my mother. ‘Getting into’ wine involved a boyfriend, two other good
friends, a holiday to the Cape and a fair bit of wine, all of which eventually led to
the Cape Wine Academy. At some point during the CWA courses I found myself
at a wine tasting group called Cellar Rats, which not only proved to be extremely
useful for tasting exams, but turned me into an overenthusiastic wine taster.
I was invited to join a tasting group who were combining their resources to get
through the Diploma tasting exams. They all passed and decided to register for
the Masters program. They persuaded me to join them and I became a CWM in
2010. Why did I agree to do it? Finishing Diploma, it never felt like I had done
a complete job. CWM was the last lap of the journey.
As you might have gathered from my career, I have no involvement in the wine
industry, unless setting up for, clearing up after, and the occasional presenting at,

wine tasting at Cellar Rats for the better part of sixteen years counts. I have an
interest in wine education, as I believe strongly that everyone has the right to
education, whether it be a child learning to read or a wine enthusiast learning that
not all bubbly has to be made with Pinot Noir and Chardonnay.
Bubbly rules! OK, that needs to be qualified – wellmade bubbly à la méthode
Champenoise. I also enjoy dry whites and agree that, for this country, blends are
the way to go. I have tasted wonderful wines and singling out a few would be
unfair to the others. My greatest wine moment: Several years ago, I was working
as a wine promoter in a large liquor store. One morning two ladies came in
looking for a “dry red wine”, the name of which they could not remember, but they
had an idea of what the bottle looked like. I took them around the shelves to look
at all the usual suspects and was beginning to worry that I would not be able to
help, when they saw what it was they were looking for. The ladies happily left with
a couple of bottles of a natural sweet rosé. Every time I come across any wine
pretentiousness, snobbishness or arrogance, this memory pops into my head,
and I smile.

Dr Winnie Bowman CWM takes over from Hanneli RupertKoegelenberg as
the new Maître of the Commanderie de Bordeaux en Afrique du Sud

Winnie Bowman (left) and Hanneli RuperKoegelenberg (right)

The Grand Conseil du Vin de Bordeaux, the senior institution among the fifteen
wine fraternities of Bordeaux, is the equivalent of an embassy for Bordeaux
wines. For the South African chapter, the Commanderie represents a platform
and agent for wine education in its broadest sense, instilling the sensible use of
wine in the cultural fabric of society, promoting the moderate and responsible
social use of wine, identifying with and enhancing wine traditions, and lobbying
support for the local wine industry.
Currently there are 82 chapters operating in various regions around the world with
most in the United States, Europe and Asia. The South African chapter is the first
in Southern Africa and the existence of a Commanderie in SA will do much to
enhance cooperation between South African wine and Bordeaux, arguably the
most successful wine appellation in the world.
The Commanderie de Bordeaux en Afrique du Sud provides the public face to the
local wine industry. It also renders possible interaction with a large international
wine audience, amongst others comprised of powerful personalities in the world
of wine and business, not to mention access to infinite resources on research,
viticulture, oenology, wine marketing and wine trading. Overall the Commanderie
de Bordeaux strengthens relationships between France, in particular Bordeaux
and South Africa.
Membership to the Commanderie also “expresses, represents, celebrates, and
defends not only wine but all the values we hold dear: friendship, cultural
enrichment, charity work, cheerfulness, and loyalty to our country.”

Reflections on ‘Blind Tasting’ as a sport  by Andras Salamon CWM

During my time at the University of Oxford I participated in the team sport version
of blind tasting. As with all Oxbridge team activities, this is all about besting the
Other Place in an annual contest. When I arrived, blind tasting was tucked into
the skirts of the Wine Circle like a geeky stepchild. Some top tasters over the
years were not members, and even Jancis Robinson admits to avoiding this
august society during her time at Oxford (see her amusing article
http://www.jancisrobinson.com/articles/myfavouritewinebookof2013
for
more). We therefore set up an independent Blind Tasting Society, now firmly
established.
The Oxbridge version of competitive blind tasting is quite different to professional
judging. One still first constructs an accurate picture of each wine in the glass by
the senses alone. However, instead of using these sensory impressions to form
a consistent assessment of quality, the idea is to instead combine them in a
logical way to identify the wine as closely as possible. Accurate judgement about
what is important is better than writing lots of notes or sometimes even identifying
the wine precisely.
Oxford and Cambridge insist on cramming the academic year into three short
terms. The result is a nonstop juggling of commitments. Several formal tastings
are held each week, with completed scoresheets submitted to the captain to help
select a team as the match nears. This is in addition to all the nearby wine
events via the Wine Circle, Bacchus Wine Society, colleges, or trade tastings.
With wine coursing through one's veins, poetry is more tempting than working on
a mathematics problem sheet, even with punctilious spitting discipline.
Three guest trainers were especially memorable, all former team members and
superb tasters. First, Alex Hunt (MW) at the time was trying to convince the IMW
to accept a thesis on philosophy of wine criticism, but in the end had to resort to a
more mundane topic. Alex has the knack of putting his finger precisely on the
characteristics which help to distinguish between wine styles. Second, tropical
medicine specialist Dr Janet Scott usefully demonstrated how to view blind
tasting as a type of differential diagnosis. When not tasting wine she helps to
eradicate Ebola in Western Africa. Finally, Sarah Knowles is a buyer for the Wine
Society cooperative, and a recently qualified MW. She quite precisely identified
bad decisions made by individual tasters, and provided useful suggestions on
how to overcome habitual missteps in identification.
The Varsity match is traditionally held at the neutral territory of the Oxford and

Cambridge Club on Pall Mall. After a Rieslinglubricated train ride from Oxford,
we tasted midmorning in a room with lots of natural light even in late February.
My first year we lost, much to the consternation of our captain Piers Barclay. The
following year captain John Mead doubled our training. His purple suit on the day
was just like the slightly faded version worn by judge Hugh Johnson. Maybe it
was the training, maybe the matching suit, but we won that one. A great 21st
birthday present for John! As our reward we were sent off to Epernay to cycle
around the vineyards (with Cassidy Dart and I vying for the wooden spoon, while
superfit James Simpson led the way), and then back to the headquarters of Pol
Roger to compete against a French team which had not exhausted itself thus.
My prize from the match, a bottle of 1998 vintage Pol, opened at a recent tasting
in Edinburgh to celebrate the birthdays of several friends and my partner Vashti
Galpin CWM. It was excellent.

Debi van Flymen reports on the 14th annual ABSA Champagne Festival
held at Summer Place in Johannesburg on the 7th and 8th of October 2015
Debi has been part of the Festival for the last five years and many Cape Wine
Masters attended.
Thirtyfour Champagne Houses came together over two nights at Joburg’s chic,
exclusive Summer Place. Opening evening for ABSA’s invited guests saw a
spectacular multimedia presentation transform the building and culminated with a
sabrage by guest of honour Antoine Gouffier from LaurentPerrier Champagne.
More than 100 different Champagnes were available to taste alongside oysters
and other decadent treats.
This festival is the only French Champagne event in the country. It is about the
prestige, lifestyle and unique terroir of Champagne itself and showcases the
variety of Champagne styles from house expressions to Prestige Cuvees.
“We are proud to be associated with the class, style and elegance of the
Champagne Festival,” says Nomkhita Nqweni, Chief Executive of Absa Wealth,
Investment Management and Insurance at Barclays Africa. “This exceptional
event provides us with the opportunity to engage with our valued clients and
celebrate their achievements with them.”
Of course, there is plenty of shopping at the festival and with many special offers
during the show, it is perfect timing to stock up for the festive season. For some it
was a truly wellheeled event as La Maison PiperHeidsieck offered sips of
Champagne from a Christian Louboutin designed stiletto!
Well worth the R650 per person with the
opportunity to taste gems this year from
Drappier, Le Mesnil, Laurent Perrier, Ruinart,
Pol Roger, BillecartSalmon, Taittinger, Piper
Heidsieck, Lanson, Besserat, Bollinger, De
Venoge and PerrierJouët amongst others.

Francois Bezuidenhout CWM reports from a little piece of South Africa in
the USA
I attended the annual South African Food and Wine Show again this year. It is
held every year on the first weekend of September at Grayhaven Winery, Gum
Spring, Virginia, in the US. South African expat Deon Abrams and his lovely wife
Max host this event.
Only South African wines are showcased. Great South African and African
inspired bands from across the continental US are flown in for the weekend to
enliven the atmosphere. South African foods like biltong, “spitbraai”, curry and
rice and Pinotage icecream are among the mouthwatering eats on offer. SAA
also gets involved during the weekend and runs a lucky draw in which the
winning prize is a returnflight for two to Cape Town.
Wineries such as MAN Family Wines, Fairview, Boekenhoutskloof, Paul Cluver,
Kanonkop, Le Riche and the ever popular Jam Jar are among the many that were
on display. This is an event that has been growing steadily every year for the
past 5 years that I have been involved. It is exactly the kind of event that the SA
wine industry needs more of to create awareness in the enormous US market.
The oneonone involvement with the customers, relaxed setting and fresh
Virginia air creates an environment where one can explain more about our wines,
region and industry. The East Coast of the US (Virginia, Washington DC, New
York) is a stronghold for SA wines, but there is much to be done throughout the
rest of the country.
I hope to see this event growing and spreading to other areas in the US too!
www.southafricanfoodfest.com

The Winemaker As Brewer?  by Marius Malan
The recent hype about craft beer production in the Winelands has surely raised a
few eyebrows, and it is developing and growing quickly. But will it be here to
stay? Or will the big brands still rule the sales figures?
Way before Craft Beer’s time a Welshman had a vision prematurely and created
Birkenhead in Stanford and how we all loved popping in there from time to time.
Then we saw Louis Luyt’s lager, now the brewing system of Stellebrau in
Stellenbosch. A few winemakers since have been brewing, some an addon,
some a business line, some as a home brewing hobby.
Beer and wine are miles apart, but some actions and reasoning actually interest a
winemaker. As they say, “it’s hot in harvest, so it takes a lot of good beer to
create a good wine”. Here are some differences and similarities.
When grapes are pressed, the winemakers have immediate access to sugar,
whereas the beer brewer needs to create sugar from starch, but the
complications that can go wrong in both actions is of the sort that the maker must
be very creative and precise. With beer wheat, malt and barley are crushed like
grapes and inserted in a masher where it is kept for an hour at 68 degrees, then
that starch containing wort is transferred to a boiler where it is kept at boiling
temperature for an hour “in wich the brewer uses his magical hops”. Only there
does heat convert starch into fermentable sugars. It then needs to be cooled
down to 20 degrees for an Ale ‘top fermenting beer yeast’, and cooler for a lager
to be able to ferment. Now should you take too long, the hops’ alfa acids can
convert into something you dread; brettanomyces, ( you might believe this is a
brewer’s friend in some cases). Almost like the dread of crushing and SO2,
enzymes, tannins, and the cooling of Sauvignon Blanc before a heat wave in
Stellenbosch at the end of January, and grapes arriving at 35 degrees when
Eskom cuts out!
The winemaker can harvest over 3 months, the brewer can ‘harvest’ the whole

year  are winemakers junkies for adventure? There is no beer equivalent of
SAWIS or the Wine and Spirit Board, and no clear regulations; and the brewer
can use imported hops, malt, barley, yeast and even flavour it with a vegetable
extract to create a Pumpkin Ale.
It’s not just me; fellow Cape Wine Master and Diners Club finalist in 2014, Mary
Lou Nash brews the best APA ‘African Pale Ale’ you will ever taste.
Founder / Winemaker Ampie Kuger of Notre Rev is the bearded brewer behind
‘Wild Clover’, and JC Steyn exwinemaker of Dornier is the man behind much
famed ‘Devil’s Peak’. Rob and Chris from Remhoogte have ‘Wild Beast’ to
complement their portfolio, Anura have ‘Wagon Trail Brewing Company’ next to
their cellar, even Cederberg Winery and CWG member Dawid Nieuwoudt has a
‘Boggom’ and ‘Voetsek’ and believes so much in the product that they sued poor
‘Cederbrew’ girls that were 2 years ahead of them (now seeking Crowd Funding
for legal battles). Even Swartland Revolutionist and another CWG member Adi
Badenhorst is in the game with his ‘VUIL UIL’.
Will the winelands be “vervuil met al die uile” or will Craft Brewing collide with wine
estates; will they add another product to their premises like ‘CBC’ did at Charles
Back from Spiceroute?

Derek Ramsden looks back on 2015 and a trip to ChâteauneufduPape
2015 was a year filled with so many Vinous highlights for me. The year started
with a surprise delivery of a bottle of the Asbach 8 year old brandy from Germany
arranged by a friend whose parents were visiting from Germany. Having a bottle
of the 2013 IWSC Best Brandy in the World amongst my ever increasing brandy
collection is a real treat especially that it is the only nonSouth African winner of
this award in many years. How is the brandy I hear you ask? Fantastic! Complex
with a Cognac softness, an Armagnac intensity with a dash of South African
richness all coated in typical German purity.
The Cape Wine Masters’ graduation weekend not only saw the welcoming of
deserving new Cape Wine Masters at the Laborie wine estate on a perfect Friday

afternoon with wonderful food paired seamlessly with beautiful Laborie and KWV
wines and the always delicious Armagnac (like Laborie Alambic Potstill Brandy),
but also allowed for some incredible wines to be shared over the various events.
Also, there was a privilege for us, given by fellow CWM Francois Bezuidenhout; a
glass of the iconic and superlative Lanzerac Pinotage 1961, it was incredible. The
1961 was the first ever commercially available Pinotage so tasting it was like
tasting a moment in history. It was an honor to have tasted it at the Gala dinner on
the Saturday night alongside wines from all corners of the wine world. The Gala
dinner was for the first time held at Old Mutual House in Constantia, a truly
beautiful venue which was wonderfully catered by its inhouse team. The setting,
food, company, invited guests and the array of rare and inspiring wines made for
a perfect evening which went long into the night.
Other highlights include judging Brandy at the Veritas wine awards, tasting Gran
Duc D’Alba XO and Oro brandies at the lookout point in the Kruger National Park,
sipping shiraz out of a hiking water ‘bag’ while sitting on the rocks watching
whales in the bay at Hermanus for the first time and tasting 2015 Cabernet
Sauvignon and Shiraz as a barrel of each was being filled in a client’s cellar in
Rivonia. Yes Rivonia, after the barrels and the wines were sent up from Bot River
in stainless steel kegs.
But the highlight has to be my trip to France in June where I attended Vinexpo in
Bordeaux for the fourth consecutive time, travelled around Bordeaux, Provence
and the Southern Rhone with clients including a few days in the magnificent
ChâteauneufduPape. This is where my fascination and dare I say mild
obsession with Grenache was born.
The area was breathtaking, both in its beauty and its midday heat. Walking
through the vineyards surrounding the village of ChâteauneufduPape with the
deafening noise of the little bugs that seem to occupy every tree, smelling the
fresh, clean almost flinty air and stepping on the famous white Galets roulés, the
large round pebbles that make up the top soil of the vineyards was an assault on
all my senses.

Tasting the wines of Le Vieux Télégraphe in the beautiful tasting room alongside
traveling Americans was a special moment for me and I left there somewhat
surprised by the friendly and open and very unassuming nature of all the people
who I met that worked there, not what was expected from the ‘Growth’ of the
region. La Célestiére boasts a very modern cellar filled with tall stainless steel
tanks, concrete fermentation tanks and large wooden casks that look like they
were brand new and a clean and modern tasting room, a stark contrast to the
dark, dusty and cobwebbed underground cellar and tasting room Domaine Juliet
Avril. Both outside of town, the estates showed the way the area is being split into

modern and traditional, the wines too showed this with the range from La
Célestiére cleaner with a purity of fruit while the Juliet Avril showed a more earthy
richness across the range. All of which were delicious.
The region is very progressive in the wine tourism department as far as French
wine areas are concerned with many of the wineries having tasting rooms and
underground cellars within the village centre with most of them open throughout
the day and through the infamous French lunch time such as Maison Trintignant
who displayed a long line of vintages for sale, unfortunately with prices not to be
taken lightly. I tasted through the 2009, 2012 and 2014 reds and the fine, complex
and powerful 2014 Châteauneuf Blanc. Buying a bottle of water though during this
time with all the shops and the one and only town superette closed for lunch was
a far more difficult prospect, oh well, had to have wine instead….
This is where I discovered the steps leading down into the dark of the
underground tasting room of Domaine Du Pére Caboche just off the main square
of the village. A small white stone tasting room, filled with wine boxes, racks and
a narrow counter where the lovely Angelique waited with their range of wines on
display including an opulent and rich white ChâteauneufduPape, two light and
delicious Côte du Rhônes, a spicy Vin de Pays Vacluse and a Vieux Marc de
ChâteauneufduPape which is the local husk brandy. We tried a range of three
ChâteauneufduPape Rouge, the Domaine 2013 and 2012 and finally the sublime
Elizabeth Chamberlan ChâteauneufduPape, the wine of the trip and the wine of
2015 for me. A bottle of which was wrapped and put into my bright yellow
luggage and now has pride of place in my cellar waiting for the perfect moment to
taste the soft spice, red Christmas fruit and sour cherry intensity of what I thought
was the best of an incredible year in wine and brandy.

BITS & PIECES
Congratulations to Danielle le Roux CWM, who takes over as winemaker at
Asara Wines.

Cathy Brewer CWM of Villiera Wines,
accepting the Great Wine Capitals, Cape
Town, 2016 Regional
Winner Sustainable Wine Tourism
Practices

And I am pleased to report that yours truly (Editor)
has passed the Wine Scholar Guild Bordeaux
Master Level with ‘Highest Honours’.
Please remember to send me any news about your
travels, wine judging or other winerelated activities
you are involved in.
Until next time!
Regards
Dave March CWM
Editor
email: davem1@telkomsa.net
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